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Introduction – How to Use  
This Manual

......................................................

About This Instructor Guide
The material within this instructor guide addresses the required academic 
material for not only the SDI Instructor program but also the; SDI Non-
diving Instructor, TDI Instructor, TDI Non-diving Specialty Instructor, 
ERDI Instructor, ERDI Non-Open Water Instructor, and the ERDI Non-
diving Instructor programs. Each agency has its own section for the trainer 
to follow when teaching instructors through that agency. For several topics 
the instructor trainer will be referred to other SDI, TDI or ERDI materials 
where information, such as current training standards, will be found.

The core subjects contained in instructor training are located in Part 1 
Your Role as an Instructor Trainer. The additional required subjects for each 
specific agency are listed in subsequent sections:

Part 2: SDI

Part 3: TDI

Part 4: ERDI 
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Being a Professional  
Instructor Trainer

......................................................

Our Job as Instructor Trainers
It would be so nice if we could place our hand on a new instructor’s  
shoulder and transfer every training situation, good or bad, we had been 
involved in over our scuba career. We can’t do that so the next best thing is 
to pass these experiences along through the instructor training process and 
let them learn from us. Remember we must lead by example at all times. 
Whether it is in the classroom or at the local market, people are always 
evaluating our professionalism.

Being a Professional Instructor Trainer
What does that mean?
First of all being a professional instructor trainer means you are an ambas-
sador for International Training. Many will look at you as an extension of 
headquarters. Secondarily, you will need to work to maintain your know-
ledge and skill abilities. The following is a list that you should review on a 
periodic basis.

As an Instructor Trainer you will need to:

• Stay up-to-date and current with industry and agency changes 
and all associated standards and procedures

• Maintain the highest level of integrity

• Maintain the highest standards of teaching possible

• Maintain and share knowledge with students and others
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• Be a role model to colleagues and students – current and future –  
and lead by example

• Be a role model who is physically fit, ethical, has a positive 
attitude, shows consideration for others (i.e. is on time)

• Be prepared

• Keep abreast of the latest technology and changes in scuba

• Acquire knowledge and skills necessary to offer and attract 
business - i.e. the business of scuba diving

• Charge a reasonable fee for services rendered

• Endeavor to be open-minded and fair

• Be a member of a self-policing organization

• Develop dive educators – teach people how to teach, NOT just 
mimic what someone else did

• Develop open-minded, patient dive instructors

• Teach divers how to pass on their knowledge in a professional 
manner

An IT has a unique opportunity to positively influence the personal 
development of others which will be long remembered after the students 
have completed their training.
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Instructor Training 
Process
w Materials needed 
w Paperwork required
w Registering Instructors
w Payment information
w Dues 
w Insurance requirements 

Instructor Training Process
......................................................

Materials needed (Check current price list for available materials)

Instructor materials are required for each instructor program being taught. 
In some cases an online instructor training program is available, such as 
the SDI Instructor training program. When completing the online program, 
candidates will receive a printed version of the instructor guide to teach 
from. Instructor materials are available from a basic instructor guide (IG) 
to the most complete kit that includes such items as an instructor cap 
and a briefcase. Regardless which option an instructor chooses, they will 
receive a copy of the SDI Standards on a CD or printed version and the 
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instructor guide for the diver program they are becoming qualified to teach. 
Many instructor materials include in-water slates that will be used during  
pool / confined water and open water sessions. It is recommended to direct  
intructor candidates to the SDI/TDI/ERDI website (members’ area) for a 
copy of the current standards.

Paperwork required
The Dive Leader application that has been used for both the SDI Divemaster 
and the Assistant Instructor programs will be the same one used for regi-
stering SDI Instructors. To register TDI Instructors use the TDI Instructor 
registration form and for ERDI Instructor use the ERDI Instructor regis-
tration form. On page two of the SDI Dive Leader Application, a sign-off 
area is to be completed when the program is finished and the checklist of 
paperwork to be sent to headquarters. Two individuals (two ITs OR one IT 
and one IT Staff Instructor) must sign off for a new SDI Instructor. TDI 
Instructors require only one IT to sign off. If an individual is completing an 
ERDI Instructor program and has not previously been a scuba instructor, 
two IT signatures are required; otherwise only one IT signature is required.

Registering Instructors
All dive leaders must be registered with the regional office where they will 
be residing. For example; an Instructor travels to the United States from 
the United Kingdom to get trained as an instructor but will be going back 
to the UK to teach. Their registration paperwork must be submitted to the 
Regional Office in the UK. Professionals who will be residing in another 
region for greater than two months are required to notify that region and 
affiliate with them. It is strongly encouraged that prior to traveling to a new 
region the instructor contact the local SDI/TDI/ERDI regional office for 
that region. 
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Payment information
A processing fee is required for all instructor processing. Credit card  
information for the SDI Dive Leader application should be entered in the  
area at the bottom of page two. For both TDI and ERDI registration forms, 
the credit card information is located on the front page. If an individual 
wishes to pay the registration fee with a check, simply send in the check 
with the paperwork. Without proper payment information, the instructor 
application will not be able to be processed. If unsure of payment methods, 
check with the regional office that serves the new instructor’s region. Make 
sure to allow plenty of time for processing. New instructors may be anxious 
to begin teaching but sufficient time must be allowed to ensure that the 
application is complete and has been processed and approved.
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The SDI/TDI/ERDI 
Instructor
w Introduction
w The History of ITI 
w ITI Philosophy  
 & Mission Statement
w Membership Status
w Accessing the SDI/TDI/ERDI  
  Members’ Website
w How to Purchase Product
w Registration Procedures
w Professional Responsibilities  
  of an Instructor

w Advancing Through  
 the Professional Levels
w ITI Quality  
 Assurance Procedures
w Using the SDI Standards  
  & Procedures Manual
w Using the TDI Standards  
 & Procedures Manual
w Using the ERDI Standards  
 & Procedures Manual
w Summary

The information below includes key points that the IT must review with all 
instructor candidates. More detailed information will be found in Part One 
of the Standards and Procedures for each of the agencies, SDI, TDI, and 
ERDI.

• Introduction

• The History of ITI

• ITI Training Philosophy

• Membership Status

• Annual Dive Professional Renewal

• Accessing the SDI/TDI/ERDI Members’ Website

• How to Purchase Product
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• Registration Procedures

• Professional Responsibilities of the Instructor

• Advancing Through the Professional Levels

• ITI Quality Assurance Procedures

• Using the Standards and Procedures Manual

Introduction
......................................................

Establishing the Framework
Up to this point the instructor candidates have worked under the direct 
supervision of an instructor. Now it’s time for them to look at things from a 
different perspective and work independently as an instructor.

The History of ITI 
(Detailed information located in Part One of the SDI/TDI/ERDI Standards 
and Procedures)

International Training
• ITI is the parent organization

• Headquartered in Jensen Beach Florida, USA

• Regional and local offices around the world
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Technical Diving International®
• Formed in 1994

• Based upon a practical, no-nonsense approach

• Widely recognized as world’s largest and most innovative 
technical training organization

• Organization that launched Rebreather training for the general 
public in 1995 

TDI Diver Courses
• TDI offers a wide range of courses including intro to tech, 
advanced nitrox, cavern, cave and semi and closed circuit 
rebreathers

Scuba Diving International®
• Formed in 1998

• Based upon request of TDI Instructors and facilities for same 
type of no-nonsense approach applied to sport diving

• Quickly recognized as an innovative industry leader

• First to mandate use of personal dive computers for the open 
water scuba diver course

• First to offer open water scuba diver certification for 10-year-
olds

• First to offer online academics for open water scuba  
diver course

• First to offer a solo diver certification
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SDI Core Diver Development Certification Program
• Open Water Scuba Diver

• Advanced Adventure Diver

• Advanced Diver *

• Rescue Diver

• Master Scuba Diver *

* SDI Advanced Diver and SDI Master Scuba Diver Certifications are 
based upon a combination of specialty diver certifications and actual diving 
experience, and these standards are among the highest in the recreational 
diving industry.

SDI Specialty Courses
• SDI offers a full line of specialty courses such as altitude, 
navigation, deep and wreck to name a few and many of them 
are available via online eLearning. In addition SDI has several 
Unique Specialties that instructors, who are qualified to teach, 
may conduct. These specialties are typically a localized specialty 
and special approval from SDI Headquarters is required before 
they may be conducted.

Emergency Response Diving International®
• Formed in 2000

• Provides highly specialized training for Police, Fire Service, 
and other Public Safety personnel

• Widely recognized as a leader and innovator with Public Safety 
Dive Training 
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ITI Philosophy and  
Mission Statement

......................................................
(Detailed information located in Part One of the SDI/TDI/ERDI Standards 
and Procedures)

• ITI believes that your diving experience should be exhilarating 
and personally rewarding at every turn.

• ITI seeks to advance and extend knowledge, learning and 
culture as it relates to diving.

• ITI seeks to provide opportunities for those who want to learn to 
dive and for currently certified divers, to develop intellectually, 
personally and professionally.

• ITI seeks to prepare educated, responsible divers through 
the education offered by our three agencies; Scuba Diving 
International® (SDI), Technical Diving International® (TDI) 
and Emergency Response Diving International® (ERDI).

Membership Status
(Detailed information located in Part One of the SDI/TDI/ERDI 
Standards and Procedures)

Active Teaching Status
• Annual dues paid

• Accounts paid

• Proof of liability insurance where required

• Conduct at least one (1) diver program at the instructor’s 
highest level of training every two years

• Two Year Refresher Policy
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Probation Status
• Account balance older than 90 days

• Standards violations

• Failed to meet requirements for active status

• No notification and usually short term 

Renewed Non-teaching Status
• Placed on suspension

• Failed to meet active teaching status

• Account balance older than 90 days

Suspended Status
• Standards violations

• Account balance older than 120 days

• Cannot teach and will be informed in writing

Expelled
• No longer a member of ITI 

Annual Dive Professional Renewal
• Annually at year end

• Early and late fees

• Online or paper copy processes 
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Accessing the SDI/TDI/ERDI 
Members’ Website

......................................................

Setting up a new user profile
• Demonstrate how to set up a new user on the SDI/TDI/ERDI 
website, (www.tdisdi.com)

Logging in
• If they are new to the system, demonstrate how to log in with a 
user ID and a password

Levels to be logging in as
• Demonstrate how they may be able to login as not only a 
member but a facility administrator to access student online 
training progress

• Instructor 

• Facility Administrator

• Demonstrate how to navigate the members’ section 

• How to renew on line, if available in their region

• How they can access all three agency standards

• When in doubt this is where they should look first

• They can find the latest training updates to make sure they are 
in compliance with training standards 

• Demonstrate how they can register divers online, if available 
in your region.
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Reports
• Get a full report listing all the divers they have certified

• If they have trained and certified leadership levels they can get 
a complete report on the professional levels they have certified

Member Profile
• Show how they can change and update their profile as  
they wish

eLearning Courses
• They can review the courses they are currently completing or 
the courses they have already completed

• If they wish to enroll in more courses they can add them here

Online Catalog
• Show them how they can access the online catalog and order 
materials (currently in regions served by World HQ)

How to Purchase Product
......................................................

Regional Sales Managers
• Contact for “What’s the latest?”

• Ideas on marketing and conducting programs

Regional Office
• Located worldwide to provide the same services ITI 
Headquarters provides in the US.
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Online Catalog
• www.tdisdi.com

• Available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year

• May not be available in all regions

• Most products are available online

Registration Procedures
......................................................

Diver Certifications*
Submitted via written form

• Write legibly

• Use correct form and complete the form

• Use separate form for each course

• Sign form

Submitted online

• Check spelling

• Can be printed at headquarters

• In store printing

• Immediate card issuance

Dive Leader Certifications**
• Submitted via written form only

• Faxed, mailed or emailed (scanned)

• Additional paperwork required
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• Leadership registration form

• Exam(s) answer sheets

• Physician Sign off

*Diver certifications must be submitted to the regional office you are  
registered with
** Dive leader registrations must go to the regional office they will be 
registered with

Professional Responsibilities  
of an Instructor

......................................................
(Detailed information located in Part One of the SDI/TDI/ERDI 
Standards and Procedures)

• SDI/TDI Code of Ethics

• Appearance - clean, neat, store uniform

• Punctuality – 15 to 30 minutes before class start

• Equipment – Use-top of the line, new or near new condition  
 in pristine working condition

• Preparedness-ready to start, with all support items available

• Think ahead

• Answering Questions - Whether the assistant instructor  
 or instructor answers

• Staying Current- CPR

• Continuing to learn- learning new specialties….
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Advancing Through the 
Professional Levels

......................................................
Just like divers, instructors should strive to continue their education. Once 
the SDI instructor candidate completes their Open Water Scuba Diver In-
structor program they should begin to consider adding various Specialty 
Instructor ratings to their profile, with the eventual goal to train instructors 
by becoming an IT Staff Instructor or an IT. 

TDI Instructors have a wide variety of programs they can become qua-
lified to teach. It just depends on what their area of interest is; overhead 
environment, closed circuit rebreathers, or mixed gas diving.

ERDI Instructor candidates should consider becoming qualified to teach 
the various Ops available through ERDI with eventually gaining the IT level 
so they can train instructors.

Below is a brief overview of some SDI, TDI, and ERDI Instructor ra-
tings Instructors can strive to achieve. 

• SDI

• IT Staff Instructor

• Qualified to conduct the IDC section of the SDI Open  
 Water Scuba Diver Instructor course

• Instructor Trainer

 • Qualified to conduct both the IDC and IE portions of the  
 SDI Open Water Scuba Diver Instructor course 

• TDI

• Instructor Trainer

• Qualified to conduct TDI Instructor programs they have  
 met the criteria to teach 
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• ERDI

• Instructor Trainer

• Qualified to conduct the ERDI Non-Diving Instructor  
course 

• Qualified to conduct both the IDC and IE portions of the  
ERDI Non-Open Water Scuba Diver Instructor course 

• Qualified to conduct the ERDI Instructor course 

ITI Quality Assurance Procedures
......................................................

(Detailed information located in Part One of the SDI/TDI/ERDI 
Standards and Procedures)

• General procedures

• Written letters / surveys sent to certified divers

• Feedback can help maintain products and programs

• Written correspondence and phone calls received

• Information for this correspondence is noted in the  
member’s file

Standards & Procedures Manuals 
......................................................

All three agencies Standards and Procedures manuals are very similar in 
their layout. Each has an Introduction, Diver level Standards, Leadership 
level Standards and a Forms section. The SDI Standards and Procedures 
also have the Specialty and Scubility Standards sections and the ERDI 
Standards have the Ops Component Standards. The similarity in their layout 
helps an instructor who may be certified through more than one agency to 
quickly navigate the different standards with very little confusion.
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Using the SDI Standards and 
Procedures Manual
......................................................

 (Detailed information located in Part One of the SDI Standards 
and Procedures)

How to Use

• Part 1 Introduction

 • Brief History

 • SDI Code of Ethics

 • SDI Diver Program

 • Using Your Instructor Manual

 • Professional Dive Instruction

 • General Membership

• Part 2 Diver Standards

 • All standards for the SDI core programs in this section

• Part 3 Specialty Standards

 • Individual specialty standards listed in Part 3

• Part 4 Leadership Standards

 • All Leadership level standards listed

• Part 5 Scubility Standards (Available online only)

 • Standards for diver with disabilities

• Part 6 

 • Forms and Applications
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Using the TDI Standards and 
Procedures Manual
......................................................

(Detailed information located in Part One of the TDI Standards and  
Procedures)

How to Use

• Part 1 Introduction

 • The Need for Standardized Instruction

 • The Role of a Dive Professional

 • Risk Management

 • Tips for Becoming a Great Instructor

• Part 2 Diver Standards

 • All standards for the TDI programs in this section

• Part 3 Instructor Standards

 • All Leadership standards listed in Part 3

• Part 4 

 • Forms and Applications
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Using the ERDI Standards and 
Procedures Manual
......................................................

(Detailed information located in Part One of the ERDI Standards and 
Procedures)

How to Use

• Part 1 Introduction

 • The Need for Standardized Instruction

 • The Role of a Dive Professional

 • Risk Management

 • Tips for Becoming a Great Instructor

• Part 2 Diver Standards

 • All standards for the ERDI I and II in this section

• Part 3 Ops Components Standards

 • Individual specialty standards listed in Part 3

• Part 4 Leadership Standards

 • All Leadership level standards listed

• Part 5

 • Forms and Applications
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Summary
• The History of ITI

• ITI Training Philosophy

• Membership Status

• Annual Dive Professional Renewal

• Accessing the SDI/TDI/ERDI Members’ Website

• How to Purchase SDI Product

• Registration Procedures

• Professional Responsibilities of the Instructor

• Advancing Through the Professional Levels

• ITI Quality Assurance Procedures

• Using the Standards and Procedures Manual
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Dive Leader  
Risk Management
w Introduction
w Inherent Risks in Scuba Diving
w Anatomy of a Lawsuit
w Student Training Records
w Medical Statement
w Liability Releases
w Liability Insurance for Dive Leaders
w In the Event of a Dive Accident
w Emergency Procedures

(Detailed information located in Part One of the SDI/TDI/ERDI Standards 
and Procedures)

This section can be pretty intense and intimidating to a new instructor 
candidate. It is important they understand that they should follow all of 
the standards and procedures and instructor materials when teaching diver 
courses. They should feel comfortable that they did everything they could to 
prevent and handle any situation. Proper paperwork, not cutting corners and 
use of all of the materials does not exclude them from having an accident or 
eliminate them from a potential lawsuit, but it helps to defend them. 

• Inherent Risks in Scuba Diving

• Anatomy of a Lawsuit

• Defensive Teaching and Supervising
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• Student Training Records

• Medical Statement

• Liability Releases

• Liability Insurance for Dive Leaders

• In the Event of a Dive Accident

• Emergency Procedures

• Review Questions (For SDI Instructor Programs Only)

Introduction
......................................................

This section discusses the legal side of diving. Unfortunately even if an 
SDI/TDI/ERDI Instructor teaches defensively they can still be sued. The 
information and advice within this section, when studied and followed, will 
help minimize and potentially eliminate the possibility of a suit.

Inherent Risks in Scuba Diving
......................................................

Recognize the risks
• Decompression sickness

• Barotraumas

• Marine life injuries

• Physical exertion

• Increased demands on cardio-respiratory system

• Possibility of drowning

Risk management refers to the various efforts and procedures used to 
minimize risks.
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From the perspective of the diver
......................................................

• Appropriate prerequisite training

• Accurate application of knowledge and skills

• Accept the fact that an injury still can occur

From the perspective of the dive leader / facility

• Also includes measures and strategies to mitigate the 
consequences of an injury

Anatomy of a Lawsuit
......................................................

To be successful, the plaintiff (who normally is the 
injured party) must be able to show:

• Damages, either financial or physical or both

• Defendant(s) had a duty of care towards the plaintiff

• Defendant(s), by commission or omission, breached that duty

• Damages are the direct result of the negligent performance of 
the defendant(s)

In addition to actual damages:
• Some jurisdictions allow punitive damages for deliberately 
injurious actions or other egregious behavior

• Unfortunately, in the USA legal system, almost anyone can be 
sued for anything
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• Includes everyone who has ever come into contact with the 
injured diver at any point in time

• Wrongdoing only needs to be alleged (not proven), in order for 
a suit to be filed

After a lawsuit is filed, discovery takes place
• Includes formal demands for information and documents

• Also includes depositions (examinations under oath) of various 
parties and witnesses

• Information, documents, and deposition testimony later may 
be introduced as evidence at trial

Based upon discovery:

• An innocent defendant may be dismissed from the suit, prior 
to trial

• By this point, significant legal expenses likely will have been 
incurred

• If not dismissed, the defendant will need to defend himself  
at trial

• Additional legal expenses will be incurred

• Defendant also will be responsible for any monetary verdict

Foreign dive leaders and dive operators are not 
immune from suits

• Suit may be filed in the foreign jurisdiction

• Suit may be filed in USA, based upon dive leader’s/dive 
operator’s sales office or other demonstrated presence in USA
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Defensive Teaching and Supervising
• In any lawsuit, the defendant’s actions will be judged against 
those of a “reasonably prudent person”

• Did this individual perform his duties and fulfill his 
responsibilities in a manner consistent with that expected of a 
competent and capable dive leader?

The prudent professional:
• Complies with established protocols (including SDI/TDI/
ERDI Standards)

• Exercises judgment and discretion (such as reducing student to 
instructor ratios if conditions are less than ideal)

• Never allows a diver under his charge to engage in activities for 
which that diver is not qualified, or to dive with malfunctioning 
or inadequate equipment

• Expects the unexpected

Student Training Records
To defend against any later allegations of negligent training, a student’s 
training activities need to be thoroughly documented

• Liability release and medical statement

• Academic, confined water and open water sessions

• IQ reviews, written tests, and skills performance

• Instructor or AI who conducted each session, and  
additional staff

• Optional: other students in the same class

Note to instructor: The SDI/TDI/ERDI Student Record Folder is spe-
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cially designed to document this information; they include the liability 
release and medical statement, with pre-printed areas to document student 
progress. Other information may simply be inserted into the folder.

Records should be preserved for a period of 
7 years

• In some cases the dive facility will maintain these records

• In other cases it will be the responsibility of the instructor or 
AI who conducted the program to maintain these records

Medical Statement
Screening tool, ensures that an individual possesses the prerequisite 
level of health and fitness for diving

• Required for every SDI/TDI/ERDI training program

• Must be completed in its entirety, signed and dated

• Each question must be answered with “yes” or “no” 
(checkmarks or abbreviations are not acceptable)

• With any “yes” answer, the student will be required to obtain 
written medical clearance

• A physician cannot provide clearance for himself

Note to instructor: The requirement for medical clearance when a stu-
dent answers “yes” to any question is an SDI/TDI/ERDI Standard and also 
is a warranty under the dive leader’s liability insurance policy.
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When a student has answered “no” to all ques-
tions, medical clearance may still be requested for 
reasons such as:

• Obvious surgical scars

• Significant over-exertion while performing relatively benign 
tasks

Even with written medical clearance:

• The ultimate decision to accept a student for any training 
program rests with the instructor or other dive leader conducting 
that program

Note to instructor: If the dive leader has any questions or concerns re-
garding a student’s fitness to dive, the dive leader may contact the training 
department at SDI/TDI/ERDI, and also may contact DAN.

Liability Releases
......................................................

By initialing and signing a liability release, a participant acknowledges and 
accepts the inherent risks of scuba diving, and agrees to hold the dive leader 
and/or dive facility harmless if injury occurs

• Required for all SDI/TDI/ERDI training programs

• Must be completed in its entirety with each paragraph initialed, 
then signed, dated, and witnessed

• Never allow any of the pre-printed text to be modified in any 
manner
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Similar liability releases also are available for other non-training 
activities

• Guided dives

• Boat dives

It’s a legal contract

• In some cases the release will provide sufficient basis for 
dismissal of a lawsuit

• In other cases it will serve to mitigate damages

In order for the release to be binding:
• Participant should have sufficient time to reflect on its contents 
(whenever possible, provide a copy ahead of time)

• Any perception of duress may negate the release

Liability Insurance for  
Dive Leaders

......................................................

Available through SDI/TDI/ERDI
• Required in most geographic areas

• Recommended in other locations where available

• In the event of a lawsuit:

 • Provides legal representation and covers the cost of defense

 • Covers any monetary verdict for negligence
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Types of insurance
• Different policies for specific geographic areas

• Different types of coverage

• Claims Made

• Occurrence 

• Prior Acts coverage

• Based upon professional certification level (also available for 
inactive dive leaders)

• Maintain a non-teaching policy for the period of the statute of 
limitations for your geographic area after the last course taught.

• Optional endorsements, currently at no cost, for technical 
dive leaders and for programs conducted through other training 
agencies

• Optional endorsement, at additional cost, for equipment loaned 
or rented to customers

Policies for dive facilities and dive boats
• Also available through SDI/TDI/ERDI

• In some cases coverage may be extended, under a facility or 
boat policy, for individual dive leaders

• Only covers the dive leader’s activities conducted on behalf of 
that particular facility or boat
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In the Event of a Dive Accident
......................................................

Primary concern is to care for the victim

Additional concerns
• Secure the victim’s equipment – in a serious accident, local 
authorities may take custody of the equipment

• Gather all relevant information, using the SDI/TDI/ERDI 
accident/incident report form

• Be sympathetic to victim’s family and friends

• Do not speculate about the facts of the incident

• Make no comments regarding anyone’s potential liability

• Take photographs of everything

As soon as possible:
• Fax the completed accident / incident report to SDI/TDI/ERDI 
or your local regional office

• Include a copy of any applicable liability release

• If it occurred during training, also include copies of the medical 
statement and all student training records

• Download of personal dive computer (PDC) or written dive 
profile(s)

Important
• Every accident or incident should be reported (even relatively 
minor ones). If your insurance coverage is through another 
provider than SDI’s, make sure to send a copy of the accident 
report to SDI/TDI/ERDI Headquarters)
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Additional notifications
• If the dive leader has insurance coverage through SDI/TDI/
ERDI, they will notify the insurance company

• If the dive leader has insurance elsewhere, the dive leader 
should notify that insurance company

• If the incident occurred during a training program conducted 
through another agency, the dive leader also should follow the 
procedures of that agency

• Whenever possible, submit the same report to all parties (avoid 
multiple versions of the report)

Cooperate with any subsequent official investigation
• SDI/TDI/ERDI may investigate

• Local authorities may investigate

• Other training agency also may investigate

• Refrain from making any statements to the news media

• Refrain from making any statements to anyone else

Emergency Procedures
......................................................

Contact Emergency Medical Services
• Establish an Emergency Plan for all dive sites used

• Have proper contact information
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Control Scene
• Assign tasks

• Evaluate diver’s equipment

Take Notes
• Establish a timeline for report

• Photograph equipment

Interview Witnesses
• Get observations from numerous witnesses to help with report

Accident Reports
• Complete in a timely manner

• Submit to proper individuals

• Do not share with third parties

Staying Current with CPR and first aid certifications
• Demonstrates prudence

Summary
• Inherent Risks in Scuba Diving

• Anatomy of a Lawsuit

• Defensive Teaching and Supervising

• Student Training Records

• Medical Statement
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• Liability Releases

• Liability Insurance for Dive Leaders

• In the Event of an Accident

• Emergency Procedures
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Methods of Instruction
w Introduction
w Learning
w Factors That Affect Learning
w Phases of Teaching
w Learning Objectives
w Instructional Theory – Phases of Learning
w General Teaching Methods
w Factors That Influence Communication
w Lesson Preparation
w Course Planning
w Using Assistants During Training

(Detailed information located in Chapter Five of the SDI Open Water Scuba 
Diver Instructor Training materials)

During this session it is important that the Instructor Trainer lead by ex-
ample by being prepared and using the proper teaching materials (manuals 
and slates) when teaching the instructor program. Once the IT has covered 
this material, it is recommended to give a brief academic presentation using 
the academic preparation forms, and to have the candidates help prepare 
for the presentation. The IT should also give a brief pool / confined water 
presentation using the in-water presentation preparation form with the help 
of the candidates. By demonstrating the proper use of the forms candidates 
will see exactly what the IT is looking for in a presentation.

• Introduction

• Learning

• Factors That Affect Learning

• Phases of Teaching
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• Learning Objectives

• Instructional Theory – Phases of Learning

• General Teaching Methods

• Factors That Influence Communication

• Lesson Preparation

• Course Planning

• Review Questions (For SDI Instructor Programs Only)

Introduction
......................................................

This chapter looks at how people learn, why they learn and how the instruc-
tor can provide multiple methods to enhance or increase learning for the 
students.

Learning
......................................................

When someone learns
• Everyone learns differently

• Permanent and observable change in behavior occurs

• People respond to different teaching methods

• Student retention can be measured by testing them
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Factors That Affect Learning
......................................................

Readiness
Differences between Adults and Children

• Time of day class is held

• Physical Preparedness

• Breaks

Intensity
Why one course is remembered over another

• During the course intensity can vary from low to high depending 
on the activity

• Instructor shows excitement

• Instructor makes the course more fun

Primacy
Do it right the first time

• Knowledge

• Water Skills

Exercise
Academics

• Student completes manual or online session

• Instructor reviews materials
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Water Sessions
• Skills are demonstrated

• Students practice repeatedly until reaction becomes second 
nature

Effect
• How did the learning affect the student?

• If the student is having fun while learning they will learn better

• Was the student able to apply the information learned to their 
diving?

Phases of Teaching
......................................................

Assessment
• Who is the audience?

• Age and maturity level

• Past water experience

• Partner dependence

Presentation
• Tell them what they will learn

• Clearly define the objectives for the presentation

• Take periodic breaks

• Be clear
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Application
• Show how the information will be applied

• Students should be able to apply during the presentation

Evaluation
• Testing their knowledge or skill ability

• Written or oral exams

• Skill demonstration

Learning Objectives
......................................................

What the students should be able to do with the information

Establishing an Objective
• A = Audience, Who is it?

• B = Behavior, What they should be able to do?

• C = Condition, Under what conditions are they required  
to perform?

• D = Degree, How well must it be done?
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Instructional Theory – Phases  
of Learning

......................................................

Stimulus
Attention getting step

• Above water ask a question

• Underwater make a sound

Response
• Response from students after attention getting step

• Attention should be focused on instructor

Reinforcement
Above water

• Ask questions; give positive reinforcement to correct answer

Underwater

• Re-demonstrate skill emphasizing correct process

• When completed correctly, give an OK sign or a handshake as 
positive reinforcement

Motivation
• Students must want to learn

• Instructor must continue to motivate with positive reinforcement

• Answer “Why” this is important before it is asked
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General Teaching Methods
......................................................

Oral Presentations
• Students can interact with instructor and each other

• Builds rapport within the class and between instructor and 
student

• Students can be tested verbally

• Instructor must overcome public speaking phobia

• Tips for dealing with nervousness

• Use of visual aids

Guided Discussion
• Instructor can answer questions

• Interaction with each other and the instructor

• Must be controlled to keep on track and within time parameters

Online Training
• Can be “blended” with other types of training

• Does not replace face-to-face interaction

• Student’s progress can be monitored when using the SDI/TDI/
ERDI online program
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Factors That Influence 
Communication

......................................................

Vocal Expression
• Volume and rate of speech

• Use of voice inflection, allows one to show emotion

• Keeps students engaged

• Can gain attention to a particular point

• If someone must translate, slow down

Image
• Wear appropriate clothing

• Store shirt

Posture
• Appear relaxed

Nervousness
• Control by practicing

• Know the subject

• Review presentation

• Training aids

 • They help to explain subject

 • Can serve as a distraction
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Teaching Tools
• PowerPoint presentations

• Equipment for demonstrations

• Video equipment use

 • Make sure it works properly prior to class starting

Reading Body Language
......................................................

Classroom
• Time of day class is held may require periodic breaks

• Class interaction

In-Water
• Hanging onto their buddy or piece of equipment for security

• If the student does not return OK sign

• Talk with student immediately if they appear to be uncomfortable

Trust
......................................................

Foundation of trust
• Trust must be earned

• Being prepared helps to earn trust
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• Answer questions promptly

• Find out answers to questions if answer is unknown

Take time to know students
• Why they are taking the course

• What their personal goals for diving are

• Helps to build rapport

Lesson Preparation
......................................................

Classroom
Can be done in formal classroom or at a dive site

Prepare a list of needed items 
• White board, markers, video equipment, computer

• Test all equipment to make sure it is performing properly

• Are all materials needed? If so, are they available?

• Clean and organize the classroom

• Provide shade at the dive site for protection from sun and 
weather

Academic Presentation Form 
This form along with many other forms can be found in the members’ area of 
the TDI/SDI/ERDI website in the standards section under the forms section.
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• Components of the form*

• How to use the form

* Note: Using the academic presentation form, put together an  
academic presentation so the candidate can see how to use the form

Academic Evaluation Form 
• Evaluation criteria of the form

• 1 = Fail

• 2 = Needs improvement

• 3 = Adequate

• 4 = Good

• 5 = Excellent

* Note: It is suggested to demonstrate a short, 5 to 7 minute, presentation 
so the candidates see how it should be performed.

Pool/Confined Water 
• What site is being used for pool /confined water?

• Is it shared with other activities?

• Is there additional support available such as life guards in the 
event of an emergency?

• Have extra equipment available

• What are the emergency procedures for facility?

• Maximize time in water so the students can learn and  
practice skills
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In-water Presentation Form for  
pool/confined and open water 
The in-water presentation form along with many other forms can 
be found in the members’ area of the TDI/SDI/ERDI website in 
the standards section under the forms section.

• Components of the form

• How to use the form

* Note: Using the in-water presentation form put together 
an in-water presentation so the candidate can see how to use 
the form

In-water Evaluation form for pool/con-

fined and open water 
• Evaluation criteria of the Form

• 1 = Fail

• 2 = Needs improvement

• 3 = Adequate

• 4 = Good

• 5 = Excellent

Open Water
• Similar to planning for pool / confined water

• Students demonstrate proficiency of skills in  
open water

• An assistant can be a big help in open water

In Water Presentation

1045 NE Industrial Blvd, Jensen Beach, Florida 34957

Phone: 888-778-9073 Fax: 877-436-7096

Introductions (Your Name, Your Divemaster’s Name – Dive Teams)

Time for presentation itself, Hours:      Minutes:

1. Do a Surface Demonstration (to illustrate the skill(s)

2. Review Signs (for example: “OK”, “Go Down”, “Your turn to do the skill”, “Stop”, “Re-do”, “Surface”,  

“I Have a Problem”, “Equalize Ear Problem”)

3. Go down together == Students on their knees == Get an “OK” sign from each student ==  

Watch Me Demo!

4. Demonstrate the Skill(s) == Remember, Slow and Exaggerated.

5. Evaluate each student performing the skill(s) == Get an OK from the student == Shake Their Hand

6. Surface With Students

7. Re-state the Skill(s) == Discuss Problems and Solutions == Praise and Critique == Challenge

8. Thank the Divemaster

Re-State:

Challenge: 

Copyright ® 2012 by Scuba Diving International (SDI) • v0912

#  
Skill  

Value / Importance / Objective / Outline / Key-points
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Course Planning
......................................................

The following techniques can be applied to any 
SDI/TDI/ERDI program

• Preparation

• Planning and Control in Dive Management

• Diving Activities

Pre-course Preparation

Course Schedule
• Entry level through assistant instructor

• Six (6) to Twelve (12) month schedule

Location for Training
• Pool / confined water

• Open water

• Boat use

• Make sure individual insurance and membership fees are current

Diving Events
• Additional dive professionals serve as extra eyes and ears
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Pool / Confined and Open Water
• Alternate site availability

• Weather problems

• Emergency management plan including what services  
are available

• Is location suitable for level of training?

Using Assistants During Training
......................................................

Duties an Assistant can fulfill
• Review knowledge quest (SDI AI)

• Another set of ears and eyes in classroom, pool / confined and 
open water

• Review paperwork for completeness

• Supervise divers while instructor works one-on-one with a 
student in pool/confined water
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Summary
......................................................

• Learning

• Phases of Teaching

• Learning Objectives

• Instructional Theory – Phases of Learning

• General Teaching Methods

• Factors That Influence Communication

• Lesson Preparation

• Course Planning

• Using Assistants During Training
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The Business of Diving
w The Dive Professional’s Role
w The Impact of Diving Education
w Recruiting New Divers
w Diver Retention
w The Dive Professional’s Role in Sales
w Creating and Maintaining an Inviting  
 Center of Activity
w Summary

(Detailed information located in Chapter Seven of the SDI Open Water 
Scuba Diver Instructor Training materials)

Most instructors have a very limited background in business practices 
so this is an important section to thoroughly review. Instructors play an 
important role in generating business even if they are a part-time instructor. 
Likewise, improper business practices on the part of the instructor can cause 
a business to fail.

• The Dive Professional’s Role

• The Impact of Diving Education

• Recruiting New Divers

• Diver Retention

• The Dive Professional’s Role in Sales

• Creating and Maintaining an Inviting Center of Activity

• Review Questions (For SDI Instructor Programs Only)
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The Dive Professional’s Role
......................................................

Importance of the Dive Retailer
• The goal of the dive professional and retailer is to create a loyal 
customer

• Without the dive center, the customer would have limited 
options for training, equipment and services.

• The dive retail store provides a single outlet for:

 • Equipment, sales, rentals, repair

 • Training, classroom, pool/confined water and open  
 water locations

 • Travel

The Impact of Diving Education
......................................................

Two methods
• First: “School of Hard Knocks” learn as you go

• Second: Formal education

• Continuing education is important to develop comfortable 
confident divers

• Promote from the beginning of the open water scuba diver 
program

• Encourage students to continue with their training
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• Scheduling is critical

• Students trust the dive professional that they have been taught by

Recruiting New Divers
......................................................

Everyone a dive professional comes in contact with is a potential  
customer/student

• Recruiting through referrals

• Word of mouth best type of advertising

• Getting referrals

• Collect contact information for potential students from  
current students

• Create an incentive for current students for referrals

• First contact to potential customers via phone

• Second contact to potential customers by sending a written 
thank you note

• New divers need equipment and travel

• Possible ways to recruit new divers

 • Business card

 • One side has business and dive professional’s information  
 other side offer for FREE try scuba

 • Token/Wooden Nickel or casino chip with the same  
 information as the business card

• Travel Agencies/ Travel agents

• Build relationships with one or more agencies
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• Design incentive package

• Offer Free Snorkel Session to agencies to give to their  
customers

• Radio and TV personalities

• Scuba Discovery pool birthday parties for younger students

Diver Retention
......................................................

Does the relationship with a diver end when they complete their 
program with you?

• Committed and active divers will stay with diving

How can a dive professional help retain a diver and keep them active? 

(Brainstorm answers on board)

• Create and promote local diving opportunities

• Pool parties

• Pool demos and an opportunity to see and try new equipment

• Dive travel

• Post trip parties

• Observation: Invite divers to come to the local dive site when 
instructors are conducting local training.*

• Holiday and Special Event Parties

• Celebrate divers reaching milestone dives such as: 25, 50, 100

*Note to instructor: These divers should not be involved in any training dive 
unless they are part of the class.
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The Dive Professional’s  
Role in Sales

......................................................
Students see the dive professionals as the scuba ‘Expert’ though Instructors 
see themselves as an educator not a sales professional

• Use of words makes lasting impression

• Use only the equipment store sells

• Instructor can introduce the student to an equipment expert at 
the store

• Introduce equipment expert at first equipment familiarization 
session

• Students who own their equipment will be more comfortable 
diving and dive more and longer

Creating and Maintaining an 
Inviting Center of Activity

......................................................
First impression is how the store looks and second impression is how the 
customer is greeted.

Make sure the facility is making a great first and second impression. 
Discuss how other retailers treat customers, in both good and bad ways.

• Create a daily check list to be completed before the store opens.

 • Clean the glass front door

 • Pick up the parking area  
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 • Pick up the store

 • Clean the dressing and bathrooms

 • Clean the floors

 • Check displays

 • Check lighting

• Add any other items you believe need to be done to make the 
store inviting for your customers, creating an inviting center of 
activity

 • TV with underwater activities

 • A children’s center for the little ones

 • Travel center with posted travel and dates

 • Staff uniforms so everyone looks the same

 • Name tags

 • Well lighted show room and displays

 • A comfortable customer greeting

 • Always greet a customer even if you are with another  
 customer or on the phone

 • Posted activities along with dates and cost

 • Add additional items as you identify them

 • Personalized business cards
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Marketing Scuba
......................................................

Five Ps of Marketing

Understanding the 5 Ps of marketing is essential to your success.

#1 = Product

What is the nature of our product?

1. Scuba diving is adventure and an opportunity to see things most 
people cannot.

2. Scuba diving is fun and something best done with friends and family.

3. Scuba diving can be about travel to exotic places and cultures.

4. Scuba is an intangible service.

5.   Scuba equipment can be expensive to purchase.

#2 = People

Who is most likely to buy it… and why?

Summary
......................................................

• The Dive Professional’s Role

• The Impact of Diving Education

• Recruiting New Divers

• Recruiting Through Referrals

• Diver Retention

• The Dive Professional’s Role in Sales

• Creating and Maintaining an Inviting Center of Activity
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1. Adults are primarily internally motivated… they want to learn… 
rather than externally motivated which means they must learn.

2. Customers with disposable income may be some of your best 
customers due to the high cost of scuba.

3. Long-term customers want to belong to a community.

4. Good customers deserve great service.

#3 = Position 

Why buy it and not something else?

1. Position is about brand and brand awareness and diving’s position in 
the marketplace.

2. The principal competition is other adventure sports.

3. In the beginning, SDI is not your customer’s brand... Diving is.

4. Promote diving via SDI not SDI via diving.

#4 = Price 

Where will your income come from?

1. Price = cost + value

2. Sticker-price resistance is not usually centered on price but on a 
misunderstanding of value. Millions buy a $5 coffee every day!

3. Continual discounts degrade the value of a product or service in the 
consumer’s eyes.

4. Using training as a “lost leader” is a recipe for failure.

#5 = Promotion 

How are you going to let customers know what you have to offer?

1. Word of mouth is the best promotional tool.

2. Internet works 24/7 (online training).

3. Other opportunities may include:
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• Corporate team building

• Colleges, Universities, Trade Schools

• Clubs and Social Groups

Budgeting a Course

• Fixed costs

• Variable costs

• Your “salary” for teaching

• Depreciation on equipment etc…

• Travel costs

• Accommodations

Budget Example (use whiteboard)

• Annual Fees

• Insurance

• Cost of Sales

• Classroom Rental

• Pool Rental

• Equipment Depreciation

• Travel

• Accommodations

• Course Materials

• Equipment Rentals

• Air Fills

• Certification Cards

• Incidentials/Sundries
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Go-No-Go for course

• Calculate minimum number of students.

• You may opt to conduct a course for a single student.

• Factor in for unforeseen glitches.

• Base your decisions on sound business practices.

• Remember time is a finite resource!

Specialties are opportunities

• Continuing Education should be a key component of your product offering.

• Promote specialties to your open water graduates as added value.

• Specialties provide higher profit margins.

• Specialties promote SDI brand awareness in your customers’ minds.

• They keep people diving.

Travel is an opportunity

• Remember the first P: Product… you are selling adventure and unique 
experiences.

• Travel is part of the “diving package.”

• Look at travel not as a profit center (although it can be) but as a marketing, 
brand-building opportunity.

Summary

• Understand, Analyze and Answer:

• What you are selling?

• Who are you selling it to?

• What will make them buy it?

• How much will they pay for it?

• Where do you go to tell them about it?
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$299.00

$30.00

$15.00

$344.00

$200.00

$50.00 (10x5) 

+Open Water Scuba Diver Course

+Materials

+Certification card cost

Total

-Pool fees

-Air

Cost Exercise (Example)
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Instructor Evaluation 
Process
w How to Conduct
w Paperwork 
w Fees for Registering an Instructor
w Reiterate 

Once the SDI or ERDI Non-Open Water candidate has completed the in-
structor development course (IDC) they will need to participate and pass 
the instructor evaluation course (IEC). An additional IT must conduct the 
evaluation. There are several sections in the IEC as defined below; should 
the candidate not pass one section of the evaluation they must be informed 
how they can improve and what will be required to redo that section. They 
do not have to repeat the entire evaluation. If they have performed badly 
during all phases of the evaluation they will be required to have remedial 
training and attend another IEC.
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How to Conduct
......................................................

Once a candidate has completed all of the required components of the IDC 
the next step is an evaluation or the instructor evaluation course (IEC).
This must be conducted by a second IT who was not the IT who signed off 
for the IDC section.
The instructor candidate must present and pass one:

• Academic presentation

• Pool/confined water presentation 

• Open water presentation

These presentations may be assigned ahead of time or may be assigned 
at the IEC, but must be topics from the SDI Open Water Scuba Diver pro-
gram or an ERDI Diver program. Follow the same criteria as previously 
listed for the evaluation grading techniques. 

The evaluation can be conducted as a role playing option or with the 
instructor candidate teaching actual students. If actual students are used, 
the IT or the original IT must sign off the students’ training folder not the 
instructor candidate.

If it is a role playing option, you may wish to solicit some other dive 
leaders from the store to act as students to ask questions during the academic 
session, and present in-water problems during the pool/confined water and 
open water sessions. Take caution they do not go to the extreme and throw 
more problems than necessary. You may wish to assign these problems to 
control the process.

Paperwork 
......................................................

The SDI Dive Leader application along with a copy of the instructor’s 
medical release, signed by a physician, and final exam, for SDI Instructor 
candidate and the ERDI Instructor registration form must be sent to head-
quarters or your local regional office with the processing fee. If the candidate 
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